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• Time to Take Stock: Concerns have been mounting over the overall health and longevity of the UAE real 
estate sector. Despite a buoyant first half – the advent of summer, Ramadan and the collapse of global 
financial institutions brought a massive sell-off of all real-estate equities. Sentiment has been quick to 
turn with investors adopting a more risk-averse attitude and steering clear of all cyclical sectors. This note 
discusses recent trends and whether new concerns are valid in being directed toward the UAE real estate 
sector, elaborating on whether, and then the manner in which, the players in our coverage universe are 
poised to weather the current storm. 

• Now Is the Inflection Point: We fundamentally believe the current confidence crisis could be short-lived 
if: i) immigration holds up, albeit at a slower pace, ii) liquidity is made available at both the retail and 
corporate level, iii) improved legal standing of property ownership and transactions continues. We 
maintain there is room for an orderly rotation from a speculative to more end-user driven market. While 
we maintain our forecast for a 15-20% decline in prices in Dubai starting 2009, we now believe this will 
be more front-end loaded. Market segmentation looks set to move to more affordable housing and rental 
projects, facilitating a more sustainable pace of development. We are generally more constructive on Abu 
Dhabi, which sees no major new additions of residential units until 2010, a visible shortage of quality real 
estate and robust demand. A sentiment hit is our key concern here. 

• Revising the Risk Reward Matrix: With a view that the UAE real estate sector is heading for a softening 
and that the off-plan sales model is weakening, we adopt a more cautious stance. Thus, we incorporate 
assumptions of slower sales and price appreciation, while also adjusting our costs of equity by adding a 
country risk premium to our risk-free rates and increasing equity risk premia. 

• Sorouh’s Strategy Serves Well: Sorouh’s well blended strategy of a mix between the sale of land plots, 
residential and commercial units and the rental properties helps to balance its exposure to the various 
stages of the real estate cycle. We re-iterate our ST/LT Buy, with our new estimated LTFV of AED14.8 per 
share offering significant upside over the recent closing price of AED3.18. Our ST Buy reflects delivery of 
strong quality results, a successful sales and construction record, a solid balance sheet structure and 
attractive near-term multiples. 

• Aldar-No Pain, No Gain: We remain believers and long-term buyers of Aldar, highlighting its focus on 
execution, quality, and deliverability. Once the company has passed through its current capital intensive 
phase, we believe it will enter one of very high free cash flow generation and create significant value. 
Moreover, its government ownership and backing is likely to provide support as Aldar continues with its 
vision of building Abu Dhabi. However, on the back of shorter investment horizons and reduced risk 
appetite, Aldar’s sizable degree of leverage is concerning, so we reduce our ST rating to Acc. from Buy.  

• UP Looks Set to Emerge Unscathed: UP’s stable income stream and the limited execution risk 
associated with its current project pipeline suggest that should the Dubai market take a turn for the 
worse, it can still generate healthy profits. We re-iterate our ST Neutral/ LT Buy with a new estimated 
LTFV of AED4.30. Our ST Neutral reflects negative sentiment directed toward Dubai real estate, tighter 
liquidity, potential pressure on sales activity and no near-term triggers in sight. Our LT Buy is based on: i) 
our confidence in UP’s ability to execute its project portfolio, ii) forecast upgrades in 2008 and beyond iii) 
the strength of its business model and, v) further potential upside to our FV as new projects take shape. 
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SECTOR NOTE 
  

Companies Analysed in this Report 

 Price* Recommendation LTFV P/E Discount 
 AED ST LT AED 2008e 2009e 2010e To NAV (%) 

UP 1.04 Neutral Buy 4.3 2.7 0.7 1.7 -75% 
Aldar 5.17 Accumulate Buy 23.8 36.6 37.9 26.5 -69% 
Sorouh 3.18 Buy Buy 14.3 3.5 2.6 1.3 -76% 

*Prices as of 27 November 2008 
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I. RECENT SECTOR DYNAMICS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

HOW HAS THE REAL ESTATE SECTOR PERFORMED IN 2008? 
Abundant liquidity, low interest and mortgage rates accompanied by overall positive momentum led to a 
very solid 1H2008 with all the stocks performing strongly. But now sentiment has turned against the 
sector. Increasing fears of a softening in the property market, a series of corporate scandals and arrests, 
regulatory attempts to curb speculation, a sell-off by foreign investors and most recently concerns about a 
mass exodus of speculative investors as well as the scaling down or even potential liquidity issues of the 
real estate companies has resulted in a significant decline in the prices of all real-estate related equities.  

Figure 1: Dubai Real Estate Share Prices 
Rebased to 100 

 Figure 2: Abu Dhabi Real Estate Share Prices 
Rebased to 100 
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The sharp decline in real estate related equities is clearly shown in Figures 1 and 2. We point out some 
technical factors behind the weakening: i) the high degree of foreign ownership relative to other sectors, 
ii) fund redemptions, iii) weakening investor sentiment and, iv) lower risk appetite.  

WHAT IS THE MARKET FACTORING IN? 
While the performance reversal of real estate stocks in the latter half of the year is one that appears due 
in part to fund redemptions and a general flight to safety, we believe it would be naïve not to consider 
whether the shift is also occurring due to a change in the underlying market fundamentals. Thus the 
question becomes, what exactly is the market factoring in? 

We believe it would be helpful to outline our current assumptions on the real estate cycle and then 
highlight alternative scenarios which might appear to be more reflective of how the market perceives the 
current state of affairs. This is shown in Table 3 on the following page: 

 

 

 

Market buoyancy has been 
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Figure 3: Underlying Range of Market Scenarios 

Current Base Case (Blue Sky with Managable Hiccups) Revised Base Case (Reality Check i.e Slower Economic Growth) Worst Case (Sustained Global Collapse)
Overall Economic Momentum
  - Dubai Real Estate & Construction comprises +20% of GDP Real Estate & Construction comprises 10-20% of GDP Real Estate & Construction comprises 5-10% of GDP
  - Abu Dhabi Non- oil GDP makes up c45% Non- oil GDP makes up c40-50%, due to lower oil prices, slower oil demand Non- oil GDP makes up c25%
Level of Investment
  - Dubai 75% of projects go ahead as planned 25% of projects go ahead as planned
  - Abu Dhabi 90% of projects go ahead as planned 50% of projects go ahead as planned
Inflation
  - Dubai Rents to stabilise in 2H2008, imported inflation remains Rental inflation persists, due to supply lags/controls, fewer end-buyers vs renters Rents crash due to exodus of immigrants and dwindling growth prospects
  - Abu Dhabi Rents on the rise- main contributor to double digit inflation Rents continue to rise- due tosupply build out and strong demand Rental increases slow down as demand slows
Consumption
  - Dubai
  - Abu Dhabi
Unemployment
  - Dubai No layoffs, some structural unemployment Layoffs centered around real estate sector, some spillover to other sectors to reflect slower 

economic growth
Layoffs across all sectors

  - Abu Dhabi No layoffs, some structural unemployment Some layoffs, some structural unemployment Some layoffs, some structural unemployment
Population
  - Dubai Population growth of 6-7% Population growth of 3-5% Population growth of 1-3% , immigration slows, some exodus
  - Abu Dhabi Population growth of 5- 7% Population growth of 4-5% Population growth of 2-3% , immigration growth slows

Retail Funding
  - Dubai Growing mortgage market with greater number of banks and financing products Mortgage market tightens Mortgage market closes up completely
  - Abu Dhabi Early stages of developing mortage market Mortgage market continues to take shape Mortgage market shrinks
Lending to Corporates
  - Dubai 20% of loan books to real estate corporates
  - Abu Dhabi 20% of loan books to real estate corporates

Buyers
  - Dubai Shift towards end-user market 40-50% of demand is speculative, orderly rotation from speculative to end-user market End-users and speculators completely shy away from real estate investment
  - Abu Dhabi Early stage of development i.e. speculative 60-70% of demand is speculative All investors reduce real investment i.e. rate of growth slows
Volumes
  - Dubai AED184.4 bn recorded in 2007 Strong with current slowdown being short lived Transaction volumes dry up, speculators exit the market en masse, all end-users stay on sidelines
  - Abu Dhabi Strong and beginning to gather momentum Sales continue but at a slower pace Negative sentiment in Dubai impacts Abu Dhabi, sales continue at a slower pace, after a pause for breath
Prices
  - Dubai Supply to peak in 2009, prices to start decling in 2H2009 Some projects scaled back, demand growth slows=>supportive for equilibrium, froth exits in an 

orderly fashion, prices drop c10%
Prices crash- off plan sales most affected (primary and secondary off-plan sales)=> c15-50% drop

  - Abu Dhabi Supply-Demand imbalance to sustain price increases until 2010 Supply-Demand imbalance to perpetuate price increases, but price growth slows due to 
slowdown in Dubai

Impacted by weak sentiment in Dubai => prices increases narrow, with price stability in some locations
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The first column reflects our original base case for the UAE real estate sector. This assumed that Dubai 
and Abu Dhabi would largely be affected by demand and supply patterns, with prices being shaped by 
these forces. However, what has become abundantly clear over the course of 2008 is that sentiment also 
plays a very prominent role. While we do not believe the worst case scenario ( i.e. column 3 above) is one 
which is likely to happen, we are aware that just as real estate prices tend to overshoot on the upside, the 
slide down can be just as painful, if not more severe.  

However, we also maintain that with real estate at the cornerstone of the UAE economy, we do not 
believe a market crash will endure. Measures such as: i) pumping liquidity into the banking system, ii) 
easing and introducing end-user friendly payment plans, iii) delaying mortgage payments, iv) setting up 
investment funds and, v) establishing task forces such as the ‘Financial Stability Unit’ created during 
November illustrate government’s commitment to keep a close eye on market movements and better 
manage real estate exposure.  

We believe that with these measures, the UAE is signalling it intends to intervene to provide liquidity and 
introduce regulations to tackle the economic impact of the funding squeeze, a potential real estate market 
softening or any other effects from the global slowdown. Therefore, we prefer to use our revised base case 
scenario, which assumes the current tension in the market will be short-lived and should lead to an 
orderly rotation from speculator to end-user, with downward pressure on prices being exerted. 

A. HOW LIKELY IS A REAL ESTATE MARKET CRASH? 
Our expectations for the performance of the UAE real estate sector are a combination of our outlooks for 
the two main emirates where real estate development is under way, Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Both of these 
emirates are at different stages of the real estate cycle and our expectations for their performances are a 
reflection of: i) the presence of different market fundamentals in each emirate, ii) differences in terms of 
the range and volume of the product offering, iii) adoption of diverging approaches to planning and 
development and, iv) overall differences in the identity being created. Our central forecast for the Dubai 
real estate sector, which we most recently discussed in our note “Brave New World” dated 21 September 
2008, calls for supply to peak in 2009 with prices peaking during 1H2009, before they start to decline in 
the second half of the year, registering a cumulative drop of 15-20% by 2011e.  

Meanwhile, for Abu Dhabi, with no major new additions of residential units expected before 2010 and 
with growing demand, we estimate prices to grow c100% for the whole of 2008e, followed by a further 
15-20% rise in 2009e. The main distinction is that with Dubai being further along the curve, the likelihood 
of oversupply and hence a price correction seems more imminent, while Abu Dhabi is experiencing a much 
more visible shortage of quality real estate space, suggesting that until the build-up of new real estate 
space reaches critical mass, the market will remain undersupplied and hence prices are likely to rise.  

However, as we highlighted in our recent sector piece on Dubai, it would appear that external factors such 
as sentiment, a potential mass exodus of speculative froth from the market, a transfer of liquidity from 
the real estate market to other asset classes and overall weaker global confidence are likely to accelerate 
the pace and timing of a price correction. As a starting point we discuss transaction volumes (from the 
Land Department) and pricing data (from our EFG-Hermes Residential Price Index) to discuss whether 
such concerns are legitimate. 

 
 
 
 

The worst case scenario can be 
avoided 
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Figure 4: Transaction Volumes Not at a Standstill but Slow 
AED billion, unless otherwise stated 

 Figure 5: Dubai Residential Prices Show Signs of Weakness 
%, unless otherwise stated 
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 Source: EFG-Hermes 

 
 
Figures 4 and 5 shows that contrary to the ‘word on the street’, while transaction volume growth is 
slowing, the market is not at a complete standstill, as illustrated by data from the Dubai Land Department. 
While we are aware of the caveats inherent with this idea (given that it is not fully comprehensive yet and 
is only expected to contain all real estate transactions by the end of the year), we believe the data help to 
highlight that there is still activity (transactions) taking place. We believe this largely relates to 
transactions of completed properties, with the real pain and slowdown being experienced in the off-plan 
sales segment. Figure 5 shows that a price decline was indeed observed in September, October and 
November on a YTD basis, with our EFG-Hermes Residential price index suggesting that residential real 
estate prices have increased 8.3% YTD, with the price declines observed in the past few months reflecting 
a lowering of expectations in terms of asking prices (our index is based on asking rather than transacted 
prices). In a sense, this might suggest that transacted prices are even lower and thus would imply a 
steeper drop in prices. Moreover, the steeper drops have been noted for off-plan properties, while 
locations that are considered prime still appear to be holding onto their value. It will be interesting to see 
how both transaction volumes and prices trend over the remainder of the year and into 2009, at which 
point we will re-assess our future scenarios and expectations again. 

The fact transaction volumes in Dubai have not taken a complete dive would suggest there is still some 
perceived value in the Dubai real estate market. Moreover, Dubai continues to accentuate its potential to 
be a significant financial centre with zero taxation and an accommodative immigration policy that also 
acts as a luxury haven for wealthy Indians, Pakistanis, Saudis and Iranians, especially in times of distress or 
depressed economic conditions in their own markets. At the same time, we cannot ignore the validity of 
anecdotal evidence that appetite for property purchases has severely softened in the last two months. Not 
only has there been a dip in volumes in the primary market, but secondary market transactions of off-plan 
properties have almost come to a standstill.  

Moreover, based on conversations with our contacts in the industry, we hear there is also a tranche of 
speculators walking away from deposits as some of the higher priced property does not find a secondary 
buyer. This would appear to be the case with some developers altering payment plans to make them back-
end loaded, delaying initial repayments. What would be worrying is if this trickle of defaulters became a 
flood, then Dubai would indeed have a more immediate problem. Also, property brokers mention a 
substantial increase in listings, suggesting there are numerous sellers wanting to find buyers for their 
properties. Moreover, while there would only appear to be an appetite for completed properties, with 
banks and mortgage companies tightening purse strings, even this buyer base is likely to hold back in the 
short to medium term – especially if prices look set to fall. 

 

Dubai is beginning to feel some 
pressure… 

…with this being the beginning 
of the end? 
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Abu Dhabi is at a much earlier stage of development and there is limited data in terms of transaction 
volumes and prices, given the lack of a very liquid secondary market. Based on our own analysis of the 
primary and secondary markets (attending sales launches, speaking with brokers and other industry 
professionals, developers) we can conclude Abu Dhabi is also experiencing some weakness, albeit to a 
lesser extent than Dubai. This is happening in the form of slower sales activity versus the first half of the 
year. Case in point is the performance of projects in Abu Dhabi that were released during Cityscape Dubai 
2008.  

Sorouh released 230 units at its Gate District development, selling 170 units on day 1, with the remaining 
units sold by the end of day 3. Other developments on Reem Island and Al Qudra Real Estate’s Ain Al 
Faydah project also sold well. While this helps to point to some positive sentiment toward the Abu Dhabi 
real estate sector, the fact that developers only released small batches of units at a time suggests that a 
phase of testing the market’s appetite is ongoing. In terms of prices, while we do not have an index for 
Abu Dhabi, in Figure 6 below we illustrate pricing trends during 2008.  

Figure 6: Average Residential Prices in Abu Dhabi 2007-2008 
AED per square foot, unless otherwise stated 
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Source: Better Homes price listings, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

We highlight that our previous price expectation for residential pricing in Abu Dhabi, that of a doubling of 
prices between 2007 and 2008, with prices adding 20-25% between June and December, looks to be on 
track. This was described in our sector report on Abu Dhabi real estate “Capital Growth” dated 12 June 
2008. We estimate prices rose c17% between June and October. While this is slightly shy of our FY2008e 
expectation of 20-25%, we believe the price increase reflects that Abu Dhabi is completely stretched in 
terms of space. However, we remain mindful of a sentiment impact from Dubai which could end up 
becoming widespread fear and thus result in a mass exodus of all investment from the UAE.  

B. DOES THIS IMPLY THAT THE MARKET IS SET FOR A CRASH? 
We believe that in some ways an expectation of a drop in prices is a self-fulfilling prophecy. With more 
market experts pointing to a likely softening, people appear to be assigning a higher probability to a crash 
in property prices. Moreover, corporate scandals associated with some of the country’s largest and even 
state-owned developers (and other real estate related companies), coupled with questions regarding the 
over-indebtedness of Dubai, potential bankruptcies, layoffs and the ongoing review of staffing 
requirements, are not in our view sending the right signals to help confidence. Also, with greater risk 
averseness, there would seem to be no appetite to absorb off-plan property. Moreover, the reliance of 
developers on an off-plan sales model from a financing perspective could render future sales activity 
unviable. Finally, given that real estate as an asset class is a more emotional one by nature implies people 
are more influenced by market chatter which is painting a doomsday picture. This would appear likely in 
the way the equity markets have retreated to their three-four year lows in the past two months.  

With supply continuing to fall short of expectations, rental increases persist and with buyers waiting on the 
sidelines, the rental market is attaining a key support. Figures 7 and 8 highlight observed YTD rental increases, 
with a pickup experienced in particular in 3Q2008. This suggests a shift from buyers to renters and also supports 

Abu Dhabi grows, but slows too 

However, rental inflation is the 
saving grace… 
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that a drop in prices (as discussed earlier) has been matched by an increase in rents over the same period, due 
largely due to weaker appetite for property purchases, but also due to strong demand stemming from new 
entrants to Dubai. Interestingly, new units released to the market have experienced a faster pickup in occupancy 
rates in recent months, illustrating this shift towards the rental market vis-à-vis a buyers market. 

Figure 7: Rental Inflation Persists in Dubai 
% Y-o-Y increases, unless otherwise stated 

 Figure 8: Dubai Residential Rent Increases QoQ 
% Q-o-Q increases, unless otherwise stated 
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The same picture is true for Abu Dhabi, with no signs of rental rate inflation slowing down, such that rents 
have risen a minimum of 20% on average for the past two years on the back of strong demand. The 
market remains very tight with the existing city at capacity, older parts of the emirate being refurbished 
and new supply under construction. There are also flows of individuals who work in Abu Dhabi and 
commute from Dubai, which is also exerting pressure on areas such as Jebel Ali and the outer parts of the 
border between Abu Dhabi and Dubai, accounting for some of the momentum behind rental rate inflation 
in Dubai. This impact of persistent rental rate inflation helps to address the demand question in part and is 
also helping to provide support to an otherwise fragile property sector. 

SUPPLY COULD HELP SHAPE THE MARKET 
Clearly supply and demand remain very important determinants of the health of the property market. In Dubai, 
we believe the high-end segment is likely to suffer the full extent of any price correction given there appears to 
be greater demand for affordable housing, with the bulk of the addressable market having been priced out of the 
market. In terms of supply, we point out there are control mechanisms in place to manage the pace and volume 
of supply. Given the current backdrop, we believe now is the time to re-assess the feasibility of projects, scale 
back on longer-term large-scale developments and concentrate on those projects for which there is secured 
funding and more importantly a visible market need. Also, the current drop in commodity and building materials 
prices should facilitate the commencement of projects that were previously delayed or put on hold and we 
believe now is the time for the property market to step up on the supply side of the equation, thereby restoring 
end-user confidence and propensity to buy property. 

BUT DEMAND REMAINS THE KEY QUESTION 
We believe the volume of demand is the bigger question. In the case of Dubai and indeed the UAE, the 
demand question is answered by and underpinned by immigration. However, Dubai, just like the rest of 
the world, is experiencing the impact of a slowdown in global growth with some firms beginning to cut 
staff and projects being scaled down. Rising costs of living (rent, education, consumption) could act as a 
deterrent from further immigration. In a bear case, if indeed the volume of new immigrants does slow and 
there is an exodus of some current residents back to home markets, the Dubai story could be in jeopardy. 

Our central argument remains that property prices should be underpinned in the long term if immigration 
holds up, albeit at a slower pace, coupled with unmet demand from recent residents, helped by the 
improved legal standing of property ownership and transactions. Moreover, with government’s 
determination to attract new businesses, these new immigrants will either rent, supporting rental yields, 
or buy, supporting purchase prices. We also believe that given the anticipated rotation from a speculative 
to more end-user driven market, buyers will pay greater attention to: i) quality, ii) location, iii) track record 

We are indeed at the inflection 
point 
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and reputation of the developer in the UAE and other markets, iv) transparency in terms of marketing and 
legal efforts and, v) timely completion with the end-product being reflective of the original promise. We 
believe this is an opportunity for developers to distinguish themselves, with those who have a committed 
focus on execution expected to fare well. 

We believe the current confidence crisis could be short-lived if appropriate measures and decisions are 
undertaken. First, the liquidity picture needs to be addressed. This needs to consist of a multi-pronged 
approach which includes: i) providing liquidity to the banking system which has already been done in the 
form of an AED50 billion emergency borrowing facility and an AED70 billion direct depositing facility, 
which perhaps could be matched by other federal facilities to ensure adequate liquidity remains in the 
banking system and, ii) encouraging banks and mortgage providers to be selective but not to discourage 
home buying completely. Another aspect of liquidity that can be supportive and occur at a federal level 
would be to ensure the liquidity status of developers (large state-owned ones as well as quasi-government 
or government-backed entities, in addition to other mid-tier developers). This could be attained by 
guaranteeing their working capital requirements, but also by guaranteeing absorption of excess of 
defaulted inventory (perhaps by setting up investment funds). 

Second, we think developers need to adopt a more dynamic approach by expressing a commitment to 
complete projects currently under development and to sidestep larger-scale, more ambitious projects. 
Given that the off-plan model looks weak in the current environment, an alternative approach to project 
marketing also needs to be considered, as has been done with some developers introducing buyer-friendly 
payment plans. This feature, combined with increased transparency and an improving legislative 
framework should help to encourage a wider buyer base. 

IT IS TIME TO DISPEL THE MYTHS... 
Third, we also believe the time is ripe for the market to experience this flux and allow a price drop to 
convey a message of reality. The Dubai market has largely experienced only the upward leg of the cycle, 
such that the current state of affairs is unchartered territory for most. We have always held the view that 
a correction in property prices should be viewed as healthy, especially in keeping with our view that 
demand is price elastic and that a decrease in prices from their highs will encourage new demand.  

...AND INCREASE TRANSPARENCY 
Fourth, we feel that one of the most positive forward-looking steps will be to provide better quality data 
with respect to transactions, demographics, pricing and rental trends for the UAE as whole. A centralized 
approach would help dispel the discrepancy between currently available sources and thus provide the 
market with more up-to-date and relevant information, further improving buyer confidence.  

Therefore, while we maintain our forecast for a 15-20% decline in prices in Dubai starting 2009, we now 
believe this is likely to be more front-end loaded. We are generally more constructive on Abu Dhabi, which 
sees no major new additions of residential units until 2010, a visible shortage of quality real estate and 
robust demand and hence a sentiment hit is our key concern here. However, as highlighted earlier, should 
the current state of negative sentiment pervade the market as a whole, with the current trickle of forced 
sellers, leveraged and off-plan buyers exiting the market en masse, the extent and timing of a price 
correction is likely to be greater.  

That said, we continue to believe in the fundamental value of the UAE growth story, which offers a 
multitude of incentives in terms a business-friendly environment, quality of lifestyle and overall growth 
prospects for businesses and residents alike. Attention toward improving transparency and thus 
improvements to the overall brand (once the current slew of scandals and legislative uncertainty has been 
resolved), increased transaction security, suggest prices look poised to be well underpinned should our 
expected downward price adjustment take place. 

C. HOW SUSTAINABLE ARE THE BUSINESS MODELS? 
We believe that after a series of years where the off-plan sales model has proved to be very successful for 
most developers, increasing maturity of the sector has resulted in a shift in buyer mentality. Moreover, 
with the market moving to a more end-user driven model, the propensity to buy off-plan seems to be 
shrinking, with buyers preferring to defer purchases until a later stage. Thus the question, we ask ourselves 
now is “How sustainable is the off-plan model?” and more importantly, “How levered are the developers 
to off-plan funding” i.e. are their business models flexible enough to cope with slower sales, fewer off-plan 

With this state of flex expected 
to be short-lived 

Off-plan sales model has 
weakened 
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buyers and thus how will capex patterns hold up? This question becomes of particular importance since 
the UAE real estate sector appears to be transforming from a sellers to a buyers market. 

Figure 9: Off-Plan Risk Measurement Matrix 
 No. of Units & Space Being Developed (Sale & Leasing) % Sold to 

Date 

% Remaining to 

Be Sold 

% Currently 

Built 

% Remaining 

to be Built 

UP 4,312 units, 1.6 mn sq ft (retail, comm, other) 85% 15% 90% 10% 

Aldar 10,484 units, 166 mn sq ft (retail, comm, res, other) 18% 82% 8% 92% 

Sorouh 9,756 units 74 mn sq ft (retail, comm, res, other) 24% 76% 11% 89%  

Source: EFG-Hermes 

 

Table 9 attempts to address this question by distinguishing between players in our coverage universe. 
Union Properties, with its exposure to the Dubai market that is at a more mature stage of development 
coupled with a track record of success in terms of sales and project deliverability, would seem to be least 
exposed to the downward leg of the cycle. This is because construction on all its projects is well on track, 
with most developments expected to be handed over in 2009, and some spilling over into 2010. The 
company does not have a significant stock of unsold inventory and has expressed its willingness to 
transfer potentially unsold property to its rental portfolio. Moreover, its product mix spanning both the 
mid- and high-end segments helps to diversify its exposure within the cycle and anecdotally we have not 
heard of any potential defaults on already sold inventory.  

Of the two Abu Dhabi developers, Sorouh has brought to market a greater volume of product - albeit 
earlier in the cycle and thus not fully benefiting from rising prices, while Aldar has a greater volume of 
inventory left to sell. At the same time, both developers have followed through in terms of execution with 
construction on track. In both cases, management has said it may delay release of new inventory. This 
would seem sensible given the reduced market appetite. Moreover, the cash balances and funding raised 
by both companies in their individual cases are likely to help this focus on project execution continue into 
2009 and 2010. Thus, if we are correct in assuming that the current state of negativity will indeed be 
short-lived, once the market has come out of its phase of slower sales and lower volumes, we believe 
there will be appetite for quality product, which both developers are building. 

At the same time, both Sorouh and Aldar have the ability of flexing their business models in terms of the 
combination between land and unit sales to manage cash flow needs. Moreover, in the case of Aldar, 
government backing is likely to help meet any short-term liquidity constraints. Finally, given the large 
degree of co-ordination between the developers, urban planners and other key stakeholders, as highlighted 
in our report on Abu Dhabi real estate (“Capital Growth” dated 12 June 2008), the market is likely to be 
fluid and more responsive to market needs. This would imply a more acute focus on projects where there 
is secured funding or at least secured sales commitments, with future projects or phases being deferred to 
a later date. 

At the same time, given our view that the off-plan approach is less likely to hold in an environment where 
there is a greater proportion of end-users in the market, we take this opportunity to reflect potentially 
slower sales and thus price increases for the developers under our coverage. We believe sales on remaining 
off-plan projects are likely to take longer relative to our initial expectations, with more moderate price 
increases. For instance, a project which we first expected would take three years to sell and for which we 
assumed 5-15% price appreciation over the entire sales period, we now expect sales to take at least four 
years with price appreciation ranging from 0-10%. This is more relevant for Aldar and Sorouh, given they 
both have inventory left to bring to market, with Aldar having more unsold stock compared to Sorouh. 
Also, we do not expect either Aldar or Sorouh to bring to market much inventory during 2009, unless the 
market appears to have dealt with some of the current fears. As a result, we are also more conservative on 
projects that are further out, for which details could change depending on market conditions, with our 
newer cautious approach providing room for further upside.  

 
 
 
 
 

…so we adopt a cautious 
stance 
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II. CHANGES TO VALUATION 

In this section, we examine the pros and cons of using different valuation methods to arrive at an 
estimated fair value for property companies. 

I) DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW METHOD (APPLIED TO A “GOING CONCERN”) 
A going concern valuation essentially assumes that a company derives its value from more than simply 
the sale of a fixed land bank. It is our preferred method of valuation since we are able to value each 
project separately and are able to also incorporate the value generated from recurring segments. Not only 
does this method allow us to assign differing discount rates (which reflect our pricing and volume 
assumptions as well as certainty around cash flow collection), it also enables us to capture the developer 
margin (which is created from the development of units and real estate space on land plots which could 
otherwise could have been sold to other developers at market prices). Moreover, this method produces a 
LTFV that attempts to reflect a real estate company’s earnings and cash flow profile. However, DCF 
valuations generally result in firm values greater than the current share price given the assumption that 
projects will be completed and sold. Given uncertainty around the sales cycle for projects and the 
difficulty of forecasting new projects expected to start many years in the future, a DCF approach may 
result in a LTFV that is more hopeful than realizable. We realize this is the case and have been careful to 
conservatively forecast projects not started and point out which developments may be most at risk. We 
also use high discount rates for more risky projects to take these factors into consideration. 

II) NET ASSET VALUE METHOD 
An alternative method to value real estate companies and one that is commonly used is the Net Asset 
Value (NAV). The most widely used method is to assess the market value of a property company’s assets 
subtracting its net debt on its balance sheet. Our method of calculating a company’s NAV is, in a way, a 
modified DCF. We account for sales at today’s prices, deduct costs remaining for project development, 
combine the value of other segments/income streams (mostly calculated using a DCF method) and 
subtract its net debt position. The difference between our internal NAV methodology and that which 
looks solely at the market value of land, is that our method incorporates a developer margin. Should the 
company’s stock market value be less than the NAV, then investors are buying the company’s shares at a 
discount to its fair value. NAV is calculated by a third-party appraiser regularly in some countries, mainly 
in Europe. Regional developers also use third-party appraisers, but not on a regular or consistent basis. We 
highlight third-party valuation when available and compare it to the above NAV calculation and our LTFV.  

Using the market-value method of estimating NAV is most useful where properties are easy to value and 
more importantly, easy to sell. Where the company’s asset base consists substantially of a very large land 
bank, this method is much harder to apply, especially assuming that there are no buyers in the market. We 
prefer calculating NAV using the DCF method, since we believe it not only captures the market value of 
the land but also accounts for some of the value creation through development. In general, our computed 
NAV tend to be at a discount to our estimated LTFV, with the difference driven mainly by our assumption 
that unsold land is sold at today’s prices, rather than higher future prices. 

III) APPLYING A DISCOUNT TO OUR ESTIMATED LTFV  
For many of our companies, our LTFV will not be realized for some time, especially given the weak 
appetite for real estate as an asset class. This is particularly true for companies that have a number of 
projects at very early stages of development, which will create significant shareholder value only in the 
medium to long term. The current disconnect between our LTFVs and current share prices can be 
attributed to many factors, but we believe it is partly due to investors’ short time horizon in comparison 
to long-term value creation at our developers. Because of this, we also look at how shares have been 
trading at a discount to our LTFV to provide more insight into short-term returns. After updating our 
estimates, UAE real estate company shares in our coverage universe are trading at discounts of c75% to 
our LTFVs.  
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A. CHANGES TO COST OF EQUITY 

Given worsening global conditions, we take this opportunity to address our approach toward our discount 
rates. Historically, we have used US 10-year bond yields as our risk free rate, in part due to the currency 
peg but also due to the lack of a better alternative. As highlighted in our recent strategy note “Global 
Volatility: Get Used to It” dated 10 October 2008, we have decided to adjust our risk free rate by adding a 
country risk premium of 125 basis points, which better reflects long-term inflation, sovereign risk and 
political risk. Next, with respect to recurring cash flows we allocate an equity risk premium that reflects 
each segment's risk profile and growth prospects. For cash flows from property development and sales, we 
use the same risk-free rate (i.e. US 10 year bond yield plus 125 bps as a country risk premium) and then 
assigned a project-specific equity risk premium to reflect: i) the degree of certainty we associate with cash 
collection on sales already made, ii) degree to which our price and volume assumptions are subject to risk 
and, iii) our estimate of execution risk. Meanwhile, for our WACC we have assumed the same debt and 
equity mix for each segment/ project based on current market capitalization and 2007 debt. 

B. WHAT DOES THIS IMPLY FOR OUR COVERAGE UNIVERSE? 

The current state of affairs and changing market dynamics have provided us with a platform to re-assess 
our assumptions. These changes have occurred with respect to our assumptions on: i) selling prices, ii) 
associated price appreciation, iii) costs (revised upward if we were previously conservative), iv) timing and 
volume of sales (adjusted according to both our estimation of current levels achieved as well as future 
activity) and, v) adjusting our assumptions for construction completed to date. In the case of Union 
Properties, with 2009 being its big delivery year, with all projects almost 90% completed and close to 
85% sold, there have been few adjustments. Meanwhile, for Aldar and Sorouh, which both have existing 
and future inventory yet to be released to the market, our less bullish selling price assumptions coupled 
with elongating the sales period and increasing the costs in some cases has a more visible impact on 
profitability. Furthermore, the major change comes from a valuation aspect.  

Figure 10: Changes to Coverage Universe 
 % of EV from 

Recurring Income

% of EV from Non- 

Recurring Income 

 

Old LTFV 

(AED/ share) 

New LTFV 

(AED/ share) 

Variance 

% 

Old NAV 

(AED/ share)

New NAV 

(AED/ share)

Variance 

% 

Old New Old New 

UP 6.22 4.3 -31% 5.11 4.13 -19% 67% 67% 33% 33% 

Aldar 44.9 23.8 -47% 35.0 16.5 -53% 25% 38% 75% 62% 

Sorouh  22.1 14.8 -33% 22.1 13.0 -41% 35% 32% 65% 68%  

Source: EFG-Hermes 

 
Higher discount rates reflecting a more risk-averse attitude have a greater bearing on our estimated 
LTFVs. This compounded by the replacement of boyish enthusiasm with a more cautious stance on future 
projects and future phases of current projects, reduces our LTFVs for Union Properties, Aldar and Sorouh 
by 31% and 47% and 33%, given that our original LTFVs placed great value on locations that are 
currently or will (or expected to) be built over a period of time. Figure 10 above shows our new estimates 
of LTFV and NAV for our coverage universe. It is interesting to note that in the case of UP, there is little 
difference between our calculated NAV and LTFV, which is a reflection of the fact that its projects under 
development are close to being completed, while for Aldar and Sorouh, there remains a large, albeit 
narrow, variance between their LTFV and NAV. Aldar has the largest variance between its calculated NAV 
and its estimated LTFV, which reflects that our LTFV, based on a DCF approach, assumes price escalation 
(albeit more conservative) over time, while our NAV is based on today’s prices. 
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C. WHAT STOCKS DO WE LIKE AND WHY?  

As outlined earlier, our approach at arriving at intrinsic value for real estate equities is one which 
attributes value to projects which are early stages of development, future developments and the 
developer margin (which is created from the development of units and real estate space on land plots 
which could otherwise have been sold to other developers at market prices). This generally results in firm 
values greater than the current share price given the assumption that projects will be completed and sold. 
Moreover, we understand that our LTFV will not be realized for some time, especially when factoring in 
the uncertainty around the sales cycle for projects and the difficulty of forecasting new projects expected 
to start many years in the future. In this way, our DCF approach may result in a LTFV that is more hopeful 
than realizable, hence the sizable upside and LT Buy ratings on all our real estate stocks. Moreover, the 
strategy of all the real estate stocks to retain property to generate recurring income stream in the medium 
to longer term helps to mitigate some longer-term cyclical risk. 

To differentiate more between the stocks, we believe it would be useful to look at: i) capital structure 
(Figures 11, 12, 13) and, ii) cash metrics (Figures 14,15,16). 

Figure 11: Liquidity Position UP  Figure 12: Liquidity Position Aldar  Figure 13: Liquidity Position Sorouh 
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Figure 14: Cash Metrics UP  Figure 15: Cash Metrics Aldar  Figure 16: Cash Metrics Sorouh 
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Figures 11-16 help to highlight that of the three developers, Sorouh is the least leveraged and is expected 
to maintain a net cash position over the next five years. This is promising despite our downward revisions 
to our price assumptions and extending the sales cycle, and also reflects its sales strategy to date which 
entailed selling early in the cycle. Meanwhile, with UP closer to completing its projects, positive free cash 
flow generation kicks into gear from 2009 onward and remains strong. However, Aldar's business model – 
in terms of undergoing a highly capital intensive phase as it builds its rental and lodging portfolio coupled 
with the high degree of undertaken leverage and a ‘multi-phase' sales strategy – exposes it more to the 
downward leg of the cycle, especially with our assumption that sales are likely to weaken in 2009.  

We believe herein lies the distinction between the developers and is a fundamental measure for reaching 
our ST ratings. 2009 and 2010 look set to be solid years of growth for UP, with future free cash flow 
generation remaining a function of new projects. With recent negativity toward Dubai real estate and no 
near-term triggers in sight, we do not expect the stock to have much momentum behind it and maintain 
our ST Neutral. In the case of Aldar and Sorouh, given that they are both exposed to the Abu Dhabi real 
estate market, we believe that looking at both stocks from a cash flow and balance sheet perspective 
proves to be a better measure of distinguishing between the two. Sorouh has a less leveraged balance 
sheet, which, given the current environment of higher finance costs and refinancing options, seems wise. 
Moreover, positive free cash flow generation is already under way, while in the case of Aldar, the higher 
degree of capital intensity delays this until 2010. While we are aware Aldar has government backing, 
which is likely to assist in meeting short-term liquidity constraints, we highlight that it has already 
resorted to raising a significant volume of debt and “quasi equity” capital through the issuance of two 
convertible bonds; the USD2.53 billion sukuk issued in February 2007 and the AED3.5 billion sukuk issued 
to Mubadala in 2007, resulting in dilution for shareholders. 

In this way, while we are still positive on both Abu Dhabi stocks, in keeping with our underlying view on 
the sector and the fact that both developers are fundamental to the overall growth of Abu Dhabi, by 
developing new hubs of life in the city, we expect Sorouh to be less cash-constrained in the short to 
medium term. Given our view that Abu Dhabi will first suffer a sentiment impact and thus experience 
slower sales, should the situation worsen Sorouh also looks to be in a better place to execute its current 
portfolio, while Aldar will continue to feel the pain of having adopted a more capital intensive strategy. In 
the short term, this helps us be more positive on Sorouh and we maintain our ST Buy, while we 
downgrade our ST Buy on Aldar to Accumulate. 
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• Well-Blended Strategy Paying Off: Sorouh’s strategy blends the sale of land plots, residential and 
commercial units and the development of property to derive rental income. This is helping to balance 
both its exposure to the various stages of the real estate cycle, and also to smooth out the pattern of its 
revenues, earnings and cash flows. The company delivered on all fronts in 2008 in the form of: i) strong 
financial results that reflect the shaping of its business model and the strength of its operations and, ii) 
sales proceeding well with construction also well on track. 

• Incorporate Slower Sales, Lower Price Appreciation: We have incorporated new assumptions to reflect 
our updated view on the UAE real estate sector. Despite the recent sense of negativity and fear, we 
believe the fundamentals remain in place for Abu Dhabi. However, we factor in the overall sentiment 
impact, increasing weakness of the off-plan sales model and thus tone down our expectations on prices 
for all future sales and believe the sales period will last longer. 

• What Does the Worst Case Suggest?: We have constructed a doomsday scenario which entails phases 
of Al Ghadeer being cancelled or at least stalled, land and unit sales on Lulu Island not occurring, strongly 
increasing our discount rates and associated risk premium and also incorporating defaults on sales already 
made. This leads to an estimated LTFV of AED8.1 and a 2008e to 2011e revenue and earnings CAGR of 
34.1% and 28.2% versus our current 54.6% and 41.2%. 

• Impact to Forecasts & Valuation: We have adjusted our FY2008e forecasts to reflect lower direct costs, 
higher SG&A, a better than expected contribution from associates and other income. We now forecast 
FY2008e revenue of AED4,257 million and earnings at AED2,283 million. Our new SOTP valuation is 
AED14.8 with Shams Abu Dhabi accounting for the lion’s share at AED6.2 per share, followed by Lulu 
Island at AED3.6 and Ghadeer at AED2.5, and other projects comprising the remainder. 

• Older and Wiser: In its short existence, we believe that Sorouh has made progress on all fronts, with its 
chosen mix between the sale of land and units along with development for the purpose of retention 
coupled with selling more earlier on in the cycle working to its benefit. In the wake of a weaker real estate 
market, we believe the company can comfortably rely on cash reserves and financing already raised to 
execute its project portfolio, with sales and thus cash inflows of new units commencing once the current 
market weakness has passed.. 

• Maintain ST/LT Buy: Trading on 2008e and 2009e PEs of 3.5 and 2.6x, Sorouh offers attractive near-
term earnings multiples. With solid financial results, strong sales activity and a committed focus on 
project execution, we believe the company is well poised to enter its next phase of growth. We re-iterate 
our ST/LT Buy, with our estimated LTFV of AED14.8 offering significant upside from current levels. 

SOROUH REAL ESTATE – REAPING THE REWARDS OF 
STRONG EXECUTION 

 30 november 2008 
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Short-Term Rec.: Buy Current Price*: AED 3.18 

Long-Term Rec.:   Buy LT Fair Value:    AED 14.8 

December year end 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e
Revenues 2,321 4,257 7,641 12,214
Operating Income (mn) 1,055 1,926 2,642 5,708
EBITDA (mn) 1,058 1,930 2,646 5,722
Net Income (mn) 1,257 2,283 3,040 5,948
EPS (Reported) 0.50 0.91 1.22 2.38
EPS Growth 28.9% 81.6% 33.1% 95.7%
DPS (net) 0.10 0.18 0.24 0.48
Net Debt (Cash) (mn) (1,089) (4,003) (7,136) (14,614)
 
P/E* (Attrib.) 6.3 3.5 2.6 1.3
EV/EBITDA 6.5 2.4 1.8 0.8
P/BV** 1.8 1.3 0.9 0.6
P/CF 6.3 3.5 2.6 1.3
Dividend Yield 3.2% 5.7% 7.6% 15.0%
ROAE 31.7% 42.5% 40.5% 53.6%
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

Price (AED) ADI (Rebased)
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Changes  Estimates 2007a           2008e           2009e 
(AED mn) Old New Old New
Revenues 2,321 4,483 4,257 8,790 7,641
EBITDA 1,058 1,852 1,930 3,795 2,646
EBITDA Margin 45.6% 41.3% 45.3% 43.2% 34.6%
Net Attrib. Inc. 1,257 1,854 2,283 3,786 3,040 

Stock Data 

Mkt. Cap/ Shares (mn)  AED7,950 / 2,500

Av. Monthly Liqd. (mn) AED2,530

52-Week High / Low  AED11.0 / 2.66

Bloomberg / Reuters SOROUH UH / SOR.AD

Est. Free Float 84% 
 
*Prices as at 27 November 2008   
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FINANCIAL FORECASTS 

Balance Sheet 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e

Cash & Cash Equivalents 1,458 8,062  11,786 18,739 9,765 

Accounts Receivables 1,580  3,626  1,479 1,356 1,207 

Other Receivables 500 887  1,486 2,375 3,058 

Total Receivables 2,080 4,513  2,965 3,731 4,265 

Other Current Assets 1,824 417  1,455 2,586 231 

Total Current Assets 5,362 12,992  16,206  25,056 14,261 

Net Fixed Assets 18 41  77 113 128 

Development Properties 408.4 4,916  9,701 16,551 25,492 

Investment Properties 853.0 1,334  3,581 3,926 5,490 

Investments 174.0 474  498 523 549 

Intangibles 345.4  345  345 345 345 

Other LT Assets 59.8 188  197 207 217 

Total Assets  7,221 20,290  30,606 46,721 46,483 

ST Debt 43 120  150 125 105 

Accounts Payable 1,420 2,813  5,126 6,806 2,570 

Accounts Payable 757 1,641  1,602 2,127 386 

Accounts Payable 2,177 4,454  6,727 8,933 2,956 

Other Current Liabilities 208.5 5,484  10,503 20,179 22,798 

Total Current Liabilities 2,428 10,058  17,381 29,237 25,859 

Provisions 3 3  3 4 4 

LT Debt 326 3,939  4,500 4,000 2,000 

Shareolder’s Equity 4,463 6,290  8,721 13,480 18,620 

Total Liabilities & Equity 7,221 20,290  30,606 46,721 46,483  

Source: Sorouh, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Income Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e  2009e 2010e 2011e 

Revenues 2,321 4,257  7,641 12,214 15,728 

Growth (%) 268% 83% 1125% 187% 106%

COGS  (1,001)  (1,688)  (4,613)  (6,126)  (9,253)

Gross Profit 1,320 2,569  3,028 6,088 6,475 

Gross Profit Margin (%) 56.9% 60.3% 39.6% 49.8% 41.2%

SG & A  (265)  (642)  (386)  (380)  (418)

EBIT 1,055  1,926  2,642 5,708 6,058 

EBIT Margin (%) 45.4% 45.3% 34.6% 46.7% 38.5%

Depreciation  (3)  (4)  (4)  (14)  (20)

EBITDA 1,058 1,930  2,646 5,722 6,078 

EBITDA Margin (%) 45.6% 45.3% 34.6% 46.8% 38.6%

Net Interest Income (Expense) 70 72  93 194 309 

Investment Income 18 81  89 97 107 

Other Income/ (Expense) 114 96  98 101 104 

Minority Interest  -  (109)  (117) 153 154 

Attributable Income 1,257 2,283  3,040 5,948 6,424 

EPS (AED)  0.50  0.91  1.22  2.38  2.57 

Source: Sorouh, EFG-Hermes estimates 
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Cash Flow Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007a  2008e  2009e 2010e 2011e 

Cash Operating Profit After Tax 1,262  2,287  3,044 5,962 6,444 

Change in Working Capital 1,797  6,526  7,802 9,984  (1,536)

Cash Flow after Change in WC 3,059  8,814  10,846 15,947 4,908 

Capital Expenditure  (16)  (25)  (40)  (50)  (35)

Net Change in Other Assets- Incl. Inv. & Dev. properties 519  (4,969)  (7,033)  (7,194)  (10,505)

Free Cash Flow 3,561  3,820  3,774 8,702  (5,632)

Non-Operating Cash Flow 51  (449)  (33)  (35)  (36)

Cash Flow before Financing 3,612  3,371  3,740 8,668  (5,668)

Net Financing  (455)  3,234  (17)  (1,715)  (3,305)

Change in Cash 3,157  6,605  3,723 6,953  (8,973) 

Source: Sorouh, EFG-Hermes estimates 
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• Focus on Execution: 2008 has been a strong year for Aldar with sales and construction at its projects 
proceeding well. Its financial results are beginning to reflect a healthy contribution from rental income, 
land and unit sales and are in keeping with the shaping of its business model. 

• Toning Down Optimism: We have toned down our expectations on prices for all future sales and expect 
phases to last longer given our view on the UAE real estate sector, where we believe the current phase of 
short term negativity looks set to result in a softening in prices in Dubai, accompanied by a sentiment 
impact in Abu Dhabi. This impacts future phases and future projects in a disproportionate way relative to 
projects where sales are close to completion. 

• Remove Longer-Term Projects: We have also constructed a worst-case scenario. This entails phases of 
Raha Beach being cancelled or at least stalled, land and unit sales on Yas Island and other future projects 
not occurring, while also strongly increasing our discount rates and associated risk premiums. Our worst-
case is LTFV of AED9.9 and a 2008e to 2012e revenue and earnings CAGR of 54.7% and 35.3% versus our 
current expectations of 102% and 73% respectively. 

• Impact to Forecasts: We have adjusted our FY2008e forecasts to reflect higher direct and operating 
costs and other variances such as a net interest income for the year versus our expectation of an expense, 
and now look for FY2008e revenue of AED5,883 million and earnings of AED5,154 million. We also 
highlight that Aldar will likely adopt IFRIC 15 starting 2009. This calls for developers currently following 
the percentage of completion method to switch to recognising revenue upon delivery. We will revisit our 
forecasts once this change in accounting policy is confirmed. 

• Impact to Valuation: Our SOTP valuation, based on a DCF analysis of individual projects, is AED23.8, 
with Yas Island contributing AED9.9 per share, Raha Beach AED6.9 and other projects making up the 
remainder. Our estimated NAV comes out at AED16.5 per share. Our computed NAV implies that the 
shares trade on a 2008e price/NAV multiple of 0.3x, while at our estimated fair value, Aldar would trade 
on an implied price/NAV multiple of 1.4x. 

• Investment Case: We remain believers and long-term buyers of Aldar, highlighting its focus on 
execution, quality, and deliverability. Once the company has passed through its current capital intensive 
phase, it will enter one of very high free cash flow generation and create significant value. Moreover, its 
government ownership and backing is likely to provide support as Aldar continues with its vision of 
building Abu Dhabi. However, on the back of shorter investment horizons and reduced risk appetite, 
Aldar’s sizable degree of leverage is concerning so we reduce our ST rating to Acc from Buy.
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Short-Term Rec.: Accumulate Current Price*: AED 5.17 

Long-Term Rec.:   Buy LT Fair Value:     AED 23.8 

December year end 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e
Revenues 1,227 5,883 8,277 15,754 
Operating Income (mn) 139.0 2,913 2,925 6,118 
EBITDA (mn) 177.0 2,996 3,049 6,278 
Net Income (mn) 1,941 5,154 5,538 8,886 
EPS (Reported) ** 0.53 1.41 1.52 2.44
EPS Growth -27.3% 165.5% 7.4% 60.5%
DPS (net)** 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.19
Net Debt (Cash) (mn) 2,946 15,332 23,279 25,107 
 
P/E** (Attrib.) 9.7 3.7 3.4 2.1
EV/EBITDA 91.2 6.6 6.5 3.2
P/BV** 2.5 1.5 1.1 0.7
P/CF** -3.6 -1.8 -2.7 -29.5
Dividend Yield 1.4% 2.7% 2.6% 3.8%
ROAE 35.4% 51.5% 37.3% 41.4%
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

Price (AED) ADI (Rebased)
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Estimate Changes 2007a 2008e 2009e 
(AED mn) Old New Old New
Revenues 1,227 5,613 5,883 12,253 8,277
EBITDA 177.0 3,627 2,996 6,585 3,049
EBITDA Margin 14.4% 64.6% 50.9% 53.7% 36.8%
Net Attrib. Inc. 1,941 5,322 5,154 8,541 5,538 

Stock Data 

Mkt. Cap/ Shares (mn)  AED13,186/2,551

Av. Monthly Liqd. (mn) AED3,815 

52-Week High / Low  AED13.1 / 4.19

Bloomberg / Reuters ALDAR UH / ALDR.AD

Est. Free Float 87%
 
*Prices as at 27 November 2008 
** based on fully diluted number of shares 
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FINANCIAL FORECASTS 

Balance Sheet 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e

Cash & Cash Equivalents 7,616 10,215  5,221 893 1,089 

Accounts Receivables 2,177  2,712  271 181 701 

Other Receivables 195 4,339  2,169 904 280 

Total Receivables 2,372 7,050  2,440 1,085 981 

Inventory 3,880 1,423  3,458 7,494 6,700 

Other Current Assets 3.0  -  -  -  -

Total Current Assets 13,871 18,688  11,119 9,472 8,771 

Net Fixed Assets 487.2 1,256.5  1,585 1,827 1,942 

Development Properties 4,523 20,909  33,689 32,681 24,752 

Investment Properties 3,328 3,377  6,813 14,266 21,944 

Investments  310 746  817 894 979 

Intangibles 64 62  60 59 55 

Long-Term Receivables 121 800  840 882 926 

Other LT Assets 9.4 243.6  2,737 7,440 13,604 

Total Assets  21,720 46,082  57,660 67,520 72,974 

ST Debt 756.9  3,000  4,500 2,500 2,000 

Accounts Payable 460 875  1,636 3,040 2,001 

Other Payables 2,690 1,266  2,364 4,391 750 

Total Accounts Payables 3,149 2,141  4,000 7,431 2,752 

Other Current Liabilities 16.4 6,057  7,783 8,535 4,754 

Total Current Liabilities 3,923 11,198  16,283 18,467 9,505 

Provisions 9 9  10 10 11 

LT Debt 9,805 22,547  24,000 23,500 20,000 

Other Liabilities 294  -  -  -  -

Shareholder’s Equity 7,689 12,328  17,367 25,542 43,457 

Total Liabilites & Equity 21,720 46,082  57,660 67,520 72,974  

Source: Aldar, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Income Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e  2009e 2010e 2011e 

Revenues 1,227 5,883  8,277 15,754 37,248 

Growth (%) 554% 379% 302% 168% 350%

COGS  (667)  (1,946)  (4,427)  (8,153)  (18,338)

Gross Profit 560 3,937  3,850 7,601 18,910 

Gross Profit Margin (%) 45.6% 66.9% 46.5% 48.2% 50.8%

SG & A  (383)  (941)  (801)  (1,323)  (930)

EBIT 158 2,913  2,925 6,118 17,792 

EBIT Margin (%) 12.9% 49.5% 35.3% 38.8% 47.8%

Depreciation & Amortization  (19)  (83)  (124)  (160)  (187.

EBITDA 177 2,996  3,049 6,278 17,980 

EBITDA Margin (%) 14.4% 50.9% 36.8% 39.9% 48.3%

Net Interest Income (Expense)  (70) 119  78  (15) 87 

Investment Income  24 81  85 89 93 

Gain (Loss) on Valuation of Invest. Properties 1,821 2,041  2,449 2,694 1,500 

Other Income/ (Expense) 8.2  -  -  -  -

Attributable Income 1,941 5,154  5,538 8,886 19,473 

EPS (AED) 0.53 1.41  1.52 2.44 5.34  

Source: Aldar, EFG-Hermes estimates 
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Cash Flow Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007  2008e  2009e 2010e 2011e 

Cash Operating Profit After Tax 182  5,237  5,662 9,047 19,661 

Change in Working Capital 988  2,815  6,159 1,503  (7,564)

Cash Flow after Change in WC 1,170  8,052  11,821 10,550 12,096 

Capital Expenditure  (504)  (850)  (450)  (400)  (300)

Net Change in Other Assets- Incl Inv. & Dev. properties  (8,492)  (18,636)  (18,750)  (11,189)  (5,958)

Free Cash Flow  (7,827)  (11,434)  (7,378)  (1,039) 5,839 

Non-Operating Cash Flow  -  (436)  (71)  (77)  (85)

Cash Flow before Financing  (7,827)  (11,870)  (7,449)  (1,116) 5,754 

Net Financing 12,015  14,469  2,455  (3,211)  (5,558)

Change in Cash 4,188  2,599  (4,994)  (4,327) 196  

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates 
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• Least Exposed to Downward Leg: Union Properties’ stable income stream and limited execution risks 
associated with its current pipeline suggest that should the Dubai market take a turn for the worse, the 
company can still generate profits. Its business model is geared toward the development of a rental 
portfolio and other income streams such as contracting, hotels/serviced apartments, interior design etc.  

• Changes to Forecasts: We have adjusted our forecasts by incorporating current higher prices (previously 
accounted from a valuation perspective), adjusting expectations of UP’s contracting arm (due to recent 
contract wins), and adjusting rental revenue streams (to reflect ceded assets). In addition, higher direct 
costs, gains on valuation of investment properties and on sale of assets leads to our FY2008e revenue and 
net income estimates to increase to AED3,485 million and AED1,203 million respectively. 

• 2009 is the Year of Delivery: UP’s completed contract method of revenue recognition sees strong 
revenue growth in 2009. Current freehold developments – Limestone House/Index (DIFC) and Uptown/ 
Green Community (MotorCity) – are near completion and on track. Recently announced flexible payment 
plans should clear remaining inventory with any leftover product rolled into its investment portfolio. Our 
2009e forecasts call for revenues of AED13.2 billion (AED11.7 bn previously) and net income of AED4.5 
billion (AED4.6 bn previously). After 2009e, net income should decline, however our forecasts have 
increased versus previous assumptions reflecting confidence in current projects.  

• Changes to Valuation: Our revised assumptions, along with higher discount rates, results in an 
estimated LTFV of AED4.30 per share, 31% below our previous LTFV of AED6.22. Property development 
and land sales account for 30% of our FV, rental and lodging portfolio c54%, and “other" revenues (mainly 
contracting), accounts for 16%. Our valuation excludes potential upside from any new projects. At current 
low levels, the shares are trading at less than 1x ‘09e P/E and a ‘09e div. yield of 56%. 

• Dynamic Strategy: We had raised our LTFV by c12% in April, ’08 to reflect potential value from a 
project in Bawadi which looked imminent. However, despite being close to securing land, management 
has indicated that projects will only be launched once the market’s appetite returns, a prudent strategy 
given the subsequent market weakness. We believe such a flexible strategy and the ability to rely on its 
recurring income streams gives UP the ability to deal with changing market conditions.  

• Recommendation: With our new LTFV of AED4.30 offering significant upside to the current share price 
we re-iterate our LT Buy. This reflects: i) our confidence in UP’s execution ability, ii) forecast upgrades in 
2008+ iii) the strength of UP’s business model, its track record of quality and deliverability in the Dubai 
market and, iv) further upside to our FV as new projects take shape. We maintain our ST Neutral on the 
stock given the negative sentiment directed toward the Dubai real estate sector, concerns regarding 
liquidity, potential pressure on sales activity and no near-term triggers in sight. 

Short-Term Rec.: Neutral Current Price*: AED 1.04 

Long-Term Rec.:    Buy LT Fair Value:    AED 4.30 

December year end 2007a 2008e 2009e 2010e
Revenues 2,922 3,485 13,205 9,271
Operating Income 405 325 4,067 1,486
EBITDA 443 369 4,112 1,555
Net Income  684.0 1,203 4,446 1,740
EPS Reported (AED) 0.22 0.39 1.45 0.57
EPS Growth (%) 1.3% 75.8% 269.5% -60.9%
DPS (AED) 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.11
Net Debt (Cash) 3,290 3,060 (845) (3,953)
 
P/E (Attrib.) 4.7 2.6 0.7 1.8
EV/EBITDA 14.6 24.0 2.2 5.7
P/BV 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.3
P/CF 2.3 0.5 1.5 -2.0
Dividend Yield (%) 0.0% 0.0% 55.9% 10.9%
ROAE 14.0% 23.7% 83.7% 31.5%
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

Price  (A ED ) A D I (Rebased )
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Estimate Changes 2007a 2008e 2009e 
(AED mn) Old New Old New
Revenues            2,922       2,715  3,485      11,719     13,205 
EBITDA              443          299      369       4,517       4,112 
EBITDA Margin 15.2% 11.0% 10.6% 38.5% 31.1%
Net Attrib. Inc.              684.0         682   1,203       4,628       4,446  

Stock Data: 
Mkt. Cap / Shares (mn) AED3,183 / 3,061
Av. Monthly Liquidity (mn) AED1,289 
52-Week High / Low  AED5.66 / 0.95
Bloomberg / Reuters UPP UH / UPRO.DU
Est. Free Float 52%

  
*Prices as at 27 November 2008   
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FINANCIAL FORECASTS 

Balance Sheet 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e

Cash & Cash Equivalents         88     2,940        5,445        6,953       6,294 

Accounts Receivables     2,936     3,620        4,163        4,580       4,946 

Inventory        318       465           537         594         642 

Other Current Assets         20     1,396        1,566           50            -

Total Current Assets    3,363    8,422     11,712    12,177    11,882 

Net Fixed Assets        376       415           430         438         436 

Development Properties     3,993     9,915        5,107            -            -

Investment Properties     2,814     2,629        3,900        3,900       3,900 

Other LT Assets        552       856           914         980       1,022 

Total Assets  11,098  22,237     22,063    17,495    17,240 

ST Debt     1,185     3,000        1,600        1,000         800 

Accounts Payable     1,305     2,401        2,776        3,071       3,316 

Other Current Liabilities      1,027     6,600        4,743            0            0

Total Current Liabilities    3,516  12,002       9,119      4,070      4,116 

Provisions         55       110            41           45           50 

LT Debt     2,194      3,000        3,000        2,000       1,000 

Other Liabilities        108       697           806         891         963 

Shareholder's Equity    5,225    6,428       9,096    10,487    11,111 

Total Liabilities and Shareholder's Equity    11,098   22,237       22,063      17,495     17,240  

Source: Union Properties, EFG-Hermes estimates 

 

Income Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

2007 2008e  2009e 2010e 2011e

Revenues    2,922    3,485     13,205      9,271      4,914 

Growth (%) 15.7% 19.3% 278.9% -29.8% -47.0%

COGS     (2,357)     (2,958)       (8,829)       (7,514)       (4,289)

Depreciation & Amortization         (38)         (44)           (45)           (70)           (88)

Gross Profit       527       482       4,331      1,687        537 

Gross Profit Margin (%) 18.0% 13.8% 32.8% 18.2% 10.9%

SG & A        (122)       (157)          (264)         (202)         (189)

EBIT       405       325       4,067      1,486        348 

EBIT Margin (%) 13.9% 9.3% 30.8% 16.0% 7.1%

EBITDA       443       369       4,112      1,555        436 

EBITDA Margin (%) 15.2% 10.6% 31.1% 16.8% 8.9%

Net Interest Income (Expense)         (74)         (50)  (145)  (94)  (93)

Investment Income         38       104  146.9 18.5  147.4 

Gain (Loss) on Valuation of Inv.. Properties        308       800  350.0 300.0 300.0 

Other Income / (Expense)           8         24  26.9 29.6 31.1 

Attributable Income       684    1,203       4,446       1,740         7340

EPD (AED)      0.22      0.39         1.45        0.57        0.247  

Source: Union Properties, EFG-Hermes estimates 
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Cash Flow Statement 
AED million, unless otherwise stated 

 2007 2008e 2009e 2010e 2011e

Cash Operating Profit After Tax       723     1,302       4,422      1,800        801 

Change in Working Capital     533.7      4,528       (2,268)       (3,406)         (118)

Cash Flow after Change in WC    1,256     5,830       2,154      (1,605)        682 

Capital Expenditure         (49)         (80)           (60)           (65)           (60)

Net Change in Other Assets- Incl Inv. & Dev. properties     (2,064)     (5,670)        3,604       5,144           29 

Free Cash Flow       (856)       79.2       5,699      3,474        651 

Non-Operating Cash Flow          -        151           (16)           (17)            -

Cash Flow before Financing       (856)        231       5,683      3,456        651 

Net Financing     1,649      2,621       (3,178)       (1,948)       (1,310)

Change in Cash    793.0     2,852       2,504      1,508        (659) 

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates 
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DISCLOSURES 
I, Sana Kapadia, hereby certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect my personal views about the securities and companies that are the 
subject of this report. I also certify that neither I nor my spouse or dependants (if relevant) hold a beneficial interest in the securities that are traded in the UAE stock 
exchanges.  EFG-Hermes Holding SAE hereby certifies that neither it nor any of its subsidiaries owns any of the securities that are the subject of this report.] Funds 
managed by EFG-Hermes Holding SAE and its subsidiaries (together and separately, "EFG-Hermes") for third parties may own the securities that are the subject of 
this report. EFG-Hermes may own shares in one or more of the aforementioned funds or in funds managed by third parties. The authors of this report may own 
shares in funds open to the public that invest in the securities mentioned in this report as part of a diversified portfolio over which they have no discretion. The 
Investment Banking division of EFG-Hermes may be in the process of soliciting or executing fee earning mandates for companies that are either the subject of this 
report or are mentioned in this report. 

DISCLAIMER 
This Research has been sent to you as a client of one of the entities in the EFG-Hermes group. This Research must not be considered as advice nor be acted upon by 
you unless you have considered it in conjunction with additional advice from an EFG-Hermes entity with which you have a client agreement. 

Our investment recommendations take into account both risk and expected return. We base our long-term fair value estimate on a fundamental analysis of the 
company's future prospects, after having taken perceived risk into consideration. We have conducted extensive research to arrive at our investment 
recommendations and fair value estimates for the company or companies mentioned in this report. Although the information in this report has been obtained from 
sources that EFG-Hermes believes to be reliable, we have not independently verified such information and it may not be accurate or complete. EFG-Hermes does not 
represent or warrant, either expressly or implied, the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained within this report and no liability whatsoever 
is accepted by EFG-Hermes or any other person for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or opinions or otherwise 
arising in connection therewith. Readers should understand that financial projections, fair value estimates and statements regarding future prospects may not be 
realized. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This research report is 
prepared for general circulation to the clients of EFG-Hermes and is intended for general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation or 
advice with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. It is not tailored to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person 
that may receive this report. We strongly advise potential investors to seek financial guidance when determining whether an investment is appropriate to their needs. 

 



 

 

 

GUIDE TO ANALYSIS 
EFG-Hermes investment research is based on fundamental analysis of companies and stocks, the sectors that they are exposed to, as well as the country and regional 
economic environment. Two investment ratings are offered for each stock, a Short-Term rating and a Long-term rating.  

The Short-Term (ST) rating is based on the analyst’s best expectations on the shorter-term price movements of the stock. Short-Term is defined as any time up to six 
months of the rating being applied to the stock. While shorter-term drivers could include quantifiable facts and figures, the analyst may also consider non-
quantifiable issues such as the analyst’s view on investor sentiment, potential news flow on the stock or the sector, or other issues which could impact share price 
movements. 

The Long-Term (LT) rating is based on the percentage upside or percentage downside of the stock price to the analyst’s Long Term Fair Value (LTFV). Long Term is 
defined as any time period beyond 1 year. The LTFV is based on the analyst’s current expectations of the equity fair value of the company on a per share basis which 
is normally based on rigorous and fundamental long-term analysis of the company’s financial potential. Of course, any such analysis is based on the analyst’s 
expectations for the future and are always considered estimates.  

For both the Short-Term and Long-Term ratings for any investment covered in our research, the ratings are defined by the following ranges in percentage terms: 

Rating % upside (downside) 
Buy 25% and above 
Accumulate 10 to 25% 
Neutral (10%) to 10% 
Reduce (10%) to (25%) 
Sell (25%) or more downside 
 
EFG-Hermes policy is to update research reports when appropriate based on material changes in a company’s financial performance, the sector outlook, the general 
economic outlook, or any other changes which could impact the analyst’s outlook or rating for the company. Share price volatility may cause a stock to move 
outside of the longer-term rating range to which the original rating was applied. In such cases, the analyst will not necessarily need to adjust the rating for the stock 
immediately. However, if a stock has been outside of its longer-term investment rating range consistently for 30 days or more, the analyst will be encouraged to 
review the rating. 

COPYRIGHT AND CONFIDENTIALITY 
No part of this document may be reproduced without the written permission of EFG-Hermes. The information within this research report must not be disclosed to 
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